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The Challenge

Recent advancements in social media and educational
technologies have facilitated dissemination of informa-
tion in visual formats to broad audiences. When academic
and creative visual media work is of high quality and
accessible via various platforms (eg, in journals, on
websites), it can meet the definition of scholarship.

However, visual scholarship is sometimes viewed as an
afterthought. For example, even venues that include
visual abstracts with manuscripts may encourage authors
to create visual abstracts post-submission to promote the
article rather than as an independent scholarly pursuit.
Typically, annual performance reviews, accreditation
requirements, and promotion and tenure processes do
not recognize or reward visual media as scholarly activity,
despite the considerable technical and pedagogical skills
required for its creation.

What Is Known

The updated Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical
Education (ACGME) Common Program Requirements
define scholarship as including discovery, application, and
teaching.1 This position builds on antecedent work by
Boyer and Glassick.2,3

The Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA) has
encouraged scholars to equitably acknowledge each form
of scholarship by using specific quality metrics, rather
than relying on surrogate measures such as impact factor.4

DORA explores how we can value various forms of visual
scholarship as meaningful contributions to the medical
and medical education communities. For example, info-
graphics and tweetorials can be examined by dissemina-
tion measures using journal-based or platform-based
metrics such as Altmetric or Twitter analytics, respective-
ly.5

How You Can Start TODAY

1. Incorporate visual scholarship into ‘‘traditional’’

scholarly practices. For example, infographics can
powerfully explain study methods or summarize
take-home points for a study. Graphic medicine or
comics can craft strong narratives and highlight
issues in medical education, such as gender equity or
antiracism efforts. Familiarizing yourself with the

visual scholarship of others will also help build your
own skills in this space.

2. Recognize that visual scholarship is legitimate

scholarship. Acknowledge the influence, reach,
and academic contributions of your own visual
scholarship. This can empower you to participate in
further discussions about its merit and impact.

3. Catalogue visual scholarship wherever possible.

Enter visual scholarship into your educator’s port-
folio and on your curriculum vitae (CV). Document
its reach on your CV,5 by embedding hyperlinks to
digital media and available metrics,5 or add this
information to your program’s teaching evaluation
form. Use existing document outlines and citation
formats to include peer and non–peer-reviewed
visual scholarship (FIGURE).

4. Amplify and disseminate visual scholarship. Incor-
porate your work and the work of others into your
academic educator brand. For example, disseminate
visual scholarship early and often via your social
media channels—both your own work and that of
others. Additionally, cite and amplify the work of
others by including visual scholarship among the
references in your own scholarly work.

What You Can Do LONG TERM

1. Advocate for academic recognition of visual schol-

arship. The work of promoting and advancing visual
media as scholarship requires longitudinal
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advocacy, such as ongoing conversations with
department chairs, academic promotion commit-
tees, and professional societies. For example, visual
media authors have formed the Advancing Vitae and
Novel Contributions for Everyone (ADVANCE)
advocacy group. ADVANCE members have articu-
lated general ways to incorporate digital scholarship
into a variety of documents, including promotion
and tenure packets via educator portfolios, depart-
ment chair letters, and letters of recommendation.6,7

Use these guidelines to advocate for the value of
visual scholarship at local, national, and interna-
tional society levels.

2. Be an ally in articulating the impact of visual

scholarship. List and amplify examples of effective
visual scholarship created by others whenever
possible. Incorporate and cite visual scholarship in
your letters of reference, support letters for promo-
tion and tenure, and award nominations.5,6 Educate
colleagues and those making high-stakes decisions
regarding visual scholarship accomplishments by
highlighting Altmetric score(s) and global audience
when writing support letters.

3. Build skills and change culture through faculty
development. Create programs to teach trainees and
faculty knowledge and skills required to create
visual content as scholarship. Faculty engaged in
visual scholarship should mentor and sponsor
colleagues and trainees.

4. Advance the mission of visual scholarship. Work to
foster full acceptance of visual scholarship through-
out medical education, such as via editorials and
other types of outreach.6 Ask medical education
journals to appoint a visual media editor to explore
how to best feature and amplify visual scholarship.
Conduct research to examine the impact and
practice change associated with visual media and
to develop appropriate metrics for assessment.
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Visual Scholarship on Your CV
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